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the best vocal tracking software
will import your vocal take and
create a multiple-tracks
composition, so you can edit that
track individually, polish it up,
then use it as a master for
multiple takes and performances.
this equates to you being able to
use the same master take in any
situation from live performance,
to mixing, and then ultimately
releasing it to the world.
unfortunately, its still not possible
on every software for automatic
vocal take import to save time
and money, so its up to you to
manually import it. to achieve a
first-rate vocal performance, you
need some advanced tools to edit
it. if you use a compressor as a
vocal limiter, thatll not only be a
more consistent approach to
having a dynamic range, but
depending on how much
processing you do, your vocals
will actually be more consistent in
that respect. often times when
working with different
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headphones, it can be a
challenge to get a level of
tracking that will sound good in
multiple environments. lets face
it, there are so many different
models of headphones that a lot
of us only have 1 or 2 pairs of
earphones to use when tracking.
what is the key to a vocal project
that makes a difference?
timeliness, and how well it fits its
song. some hit songs take a long
time to come together, even for a
one-man studio. others come
together faster, in and out. the
singer works on the vocals in the
studio a lot, or maybe he just has
a good ear. whatever the case,
the music has to do a few things.
it has to be fun, but also
innovative. they have to have
that live immediacy of a band
playing that big stadium show,
and there has to be that feeling
of being great. i think weve
managed to do that on this
album, in part because of the
technology weve developed.
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the old saying goes that imitation
is the sincerest form of flattery,
and in the music creation world
this is certainly true. recorded to
a disc, its up to us to emulate the

sound source faithfully via
software emulation. for many,

this is easier said than done, but
theres a slew of free and cheap
plugin options to give those who
need them. if youre looking for

the best imitator of any
instrument or genre for your

projects, were here to guide you,
and have a few tools that you can
add to your pocket. want to make

your music production more
subtle or flashy? then you need a
couple of pedals for that. if you
want to get truly wild with your

tones, then youll need a few box
modded pedals. need something
in between? weve given you an
effective tool to achieve a few of
these. pro audio alliance founder
steve gutknecht, ksi consulting
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design consultant and tech guru,
and myself sit back and gaze
upon our summer of love for

vocal editing. were reviewing the
waves vocal bundle. were now in
the midst of our first ever vocal
editing summer of love series,
where we take a look at all the
tools you can use to make or

improve your vocal
performances. prior to this, i

wasnt entirely sure what vocal
editing was, and even though

there are a whole bunch of vocal
editors out there, waves vocal
bundle is a great place to start,

especially for beginners. theres a
whole lot of depth in the waves
software library, and very few
things that it does. its able to

handle vocals and the means to
do so in detail, offer many

waveform displays to aid the
editing process, and even offer

midi functionality. quite frankly, it
does its job well. its also easy to

use, with a straightforward
interface that only requires the
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artist to scroll and click.
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